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Validation of Interstitial Iron and Consequences of Nonstoichiometry in
Mackinawite (Fe1+xS)
Abstract
A theoretical investigation of the relationship between chemical composition and electronic structure was
performed on the nonstoichiometric iron sulfide, mackinawite (Fe1+xS), which is isostructural and
isoelectronic with the superconducting Fe1+xSe and Fe1+x(Te1–ySey) phases. Even though Fe1+xS has not
been measured for superconductivity, the effects of stoichiometry on transport properties and electronic
structure in all of these iron-excess chalcogenide compounds has been largely overlooked. In mackinawite, the
amount of Fe that has been reported ranges from a large excess, Fe1.15S, to nearly stoichiometric, Fe1.00(7)S.
Here, we analyze, for the first time, the electronic structure of Fe1+xS to justify these nonstoichiometric
phases. First principles electronic structure calculations using supercells of Fe1+xS yield a wide range of
energetically favorable compositions (0 < x < 0.30). The incorporation of interstitial Fe atoms originates from
a delicate balance between the Madelung energy and the occupation of Fe–S and Fe–Fe antibonding orbitals.
A theoretical assessment of various magnetic structures for “FeS” and Fe1.06S indicate that striped magnetic
ordering along [110] is the lowest energy structure and the interstitial Fe affects the values of moments in the
square planes as a function of distance. Moreover, the formation of the magnetic moment is dependent on the
unit cell volume, thus relating it to composition. Finally, changes in the composition cause a modification of
the Fermi surface and ultimately the loss of a nested vector.
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ABSTRACT: A theoretical investigation of the relationship between
chemical composition and electronic structure was performed on the
nonstoichiometric iron sulfide, mackinawite (Fe1+xS), which is isostruc-
tural and isoelectronic with the superconducting Fe1+xSe and
Fe1+x(Te1−ySey) phases. Even though Fe1+xS has not been measured for
superconductivity, the effects of stoichiometry on transport properties and
electronic structure in all of these iron-excess chalcogenide compounds has
been largely overlooked. In mackinawite, the amount of Fe that has been
reported ranges from a large excess, Fe1.15S, to nearly stoichiometric,
Fe1.00(7)S. Here, we analyze, for the first time, the electronic structure of
Fe1+xS to justify these nonstoichiometric phases. First principles electronic structure calculations using supercells of Fe1+xS yield a
wide range of energetically favorable compositions (0 < x < 0.30). The incorporation of interstitial Fe atoms originates from a
delicate balance between the Madelung energy and the occupation of Fe−S and Fe−Fe antibonding orbitals. A theoretical
assessment of various magnetic structures for “FeS” and Fe1.06S indicate that striped magnetic ordering along [110] is the lowest
energy structure and the interstitial Fe affects the values of moments in the square planes as a function of distance. Moreover, the
formation of the magnetic moment is dependent on the unit cell volume, thus relating it to composition. Finally, changes in the
composition cause a modification of the Fermi surface and ultimately the loss of a nested vector.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the discovery of superconductivity in the iron based
compounds Fe1+xSe and Fe1+x(Te1−ySey), research on structures
with similar compositions and symmetry has expanded
rapidly.1−6 The structures in the iron chalcogenide family
crystallize in the space group P4/nmm (no. 129) with anti-PbO-
type structures and contain [FeX4/4] layers of edge-sharing
tetrahedra (X = As, Se, or Te). These [FeX4/4] layers are
believed to be the active conducting layer and, therefore, create
a competition between superconductivity and magnetism.1 The
total composition of these structures, whether they are
stoichiometric or metal-rich, has also been heavily debated.7
McQueen et al. reported a superconducting phase (TC = 8.5 K)
with excess iron, Fe1.01Se, taking special care to prevent oxide
impurities in these samples. As the concentration of interstitial
Fe increases to Fe1.02Se and Fe1.03Se, the TC decreases from 5
and 0.6 K, respectively.3 Additionally, Fe1.01Se undergoes a
structural transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic at 90 K
whereas the same transition in Fe1.03Se is not observed.
8 These
results show the strong dependence between the properties of
these materials and their composition.
The naturally occurring mineral, mackinawite, contains
[FeS4/4] layers and is isostructural with the selenide and
telluride analogues. The structure was originally reported by
Berner with a composition of Fe1.05S, determined via X-ray
powder diffraction from the mineral sample.9 Since then, many
groups have successfully obtained synthetic mackinawite,
allowing an extensive investigation into its composition. For
example, Sweeney et al. reported compositions ranging from
Fe1.09S to Fe1.15S using a stoichiometric ratio of reactants,
whereas Lennie et al. reported a composition of Fe0.99(2)S using
TEM-EDAX.10,11 Rickard et al. optimized the digestion
chemistry to determine the structure is near Fe1.00(1)S.
12 In
addition to the total composition of mackinawite, the location
of any interstitial Fe atoms, if present, is also of great interest.
Although the interstitial site in Fe1+xS has yet to be identified, in
the case of Fe1+xTe powder neutron diffraction showed an
interstitial atom occupy the 2c Wyckoff site with square
pyramidal coordination to the nearest tellurium atoms.13
Although Fe1+xS has never been measured for super-
conductivity to the best of our knowledge, the electronic
structure of the tetragonal iron sulfide system may yield insights
into the superconducting properties of the chalcogenide phases.
The calculated electronic structures of tetragonal and
stoichiometric “FeS”, “FeSe”, and “FeTe” using density
functional theory (DFT) with the local-density approximation
(LDA) show similar band structures for “FeS” and “FeSe”, but a
different electronic structure in “FeTe”. The two former
structures contain well separated chalcogenide valence p and
metal 3d states, whereas the latter shows a poorly defined
pseudogap with the Te 5p bands moving into the same energy
range as the Fe 3d states.14 Fermi surfaces and phonon
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dispersion curves were also investigated without accounting for
spin polarization. Welz and Rosenberg investigated the
electronic structure of stoichiometric tetragonal “FeS” and
showed the density of states (DOS) does not follow the Stoner
criterion for ferromagnetism. Attempts to calculate a
ferromagnetic structure resulted in a vanishing magnetic
moment, a consequence of a low DOS at the Fermi level.
The authors also constructed a 3d-orbital splitting diagram for
the pseudo-Td symmetry and is similar to the one presented
here; however, no investigation into the compositional
dependence was discussed.15 Finally, a recent investigation
into the electronic structure of stoichiometric “FeS” showed a
calculated nonmagnetic DOS inline with those previously
determined. An investigation of the preferred magnetic
ordering shows magnetic striping is the most energetically
favorable, identical to the FeSe and FeTe systems as well.
Again, the stoichiometry of the system was not investigated.16
Here, we present a theoretical assessment of the energetics
involved in the inclusion of interstitial iron in Fe1+xS (0 ≤ x ≤
1). First principles methods are employed to examine the
significance of the additional Fe atoms on the stability of the
phases and changes in electronic and magnetic structures that
may follow.
II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
Two theoretical methods were utilized to investigate the
electronic structure of tetragonal “FeS” and Fe1+xS. The Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP)17−20 was used to optimize
the lattice parameters and atomic coordinates of each structural
model, evaluate their total energies, and determine the relative
total energies of various magnetic structures. The tight-binding,
linear muffin-tin orbital method with the atomic-sphere
approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA)21,22 was employed to analyze
the electronic DOS curves and perform a pairwise population
(chemical bonding) analysis using crystal orbital Hamilton
populations (COHP).23 The concurrent use of these programs
allows us to gain an in-depth understanding of the electronic
structure, magnetic ordering, and energetics governing the
inclusion of an interstitial atom in the iron-sulfide framework.
VASP calculations were carried out on models of
stoichiometric tetragonal “FeS” and the following supercell
structures designed to consider different amounts of interstitial
Fe content: Fe1.019S (Fe55S54), Fe1.056S (Fe57S54), Fe1.063S
(Fe17S16), Fe1.125S (Fe9S8), Fe1.250S (Fe5S4), Fe1.375S (Fe11S8),
Fe1.50S (Fe3S2), Fe1.75S (Fe7S4), and Fe2S (Fe4S2). These cases
were chosen to determine optimal interstitial positions and
concentrations, as well as to evaluate chemical bonding features
and magnetic structures. Full structural optimizations, which
includes lattice parameters and atomic coordinates, using VASP
version 5.2, were completed in a three-step process following
program protocol24 including spin-polarization on the
compositions: “FeS,” Fe1.125S (Fe9S8), Fe1.250S (Fe5S4),
Fe1.375S (Fe11S8), Fe1.50S (Fe3S2), Fe1.75S (Fe7S4), and Fe2S
(Fe4S2). Similar optimizations of Fe1.019S (Fe55S54), Fe1.056S
(Fe57S54), and Fe1.063S (Fe34S32) were not completed due to the
size of the basis set for these large supercells. Instead, these
structural models were constructed using the atomic positions
determined by Berner and lattice parameters extrapolated from
a linear fit of the optimized lattice parameters in iron-richer
Fe1+xS cases, i.e., for 0.125 ≤ x ≤ 0.50. Here, a monotonic
decrease in lattice parameters as x increases in this range
provides a linear fit, which is used to determine the extrapolated
unit cell parameters. It is worth noting that unit cells without an
interstitial Fe atom expanded along the c-axis with optimization,
as we have seen in the optimization of stoichiometric “FeS”.
Unit cells that contain an interstitial atom are contracted, closer
to the parameters reported by Berner. This effect has been
averaged out across the supercells in the extrapolated models.
The unit cell parameters of all supercell models are listed in
Table S1 of Supporting Information.
VASP calculations were performed using the projector
augmented-wave (PAW) method of Blöchl25 and adapted in
VASP by Kresse and Joubert.26 Exchange and correlation was
described by the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof 96 generalized
gradient approximation (GGA-PBE).27 To invoke spin-polar-
ization, plane-wave eigenstates were computed for the “spin-up”
(α) and “spin-down” (β) channels separately. Local magnetic
moments, which are defined as the difference between the
number of α and β electrons, were supplied prior to the
electronic structure run. These initial moments were chosen to
be larger than expected after convergence, i.e., initial μFe =
±4.0/per atom, to avoid falling into a local (paramagnetic)
minimum of the energy landscape. After self-consistency has
been achieved, local magnetic moments are obtained via the
difference between the α and β electrons in an atom-resolved
projection of the DOS. An 11 × 11 × 8 Monkhorst−Pack k-
points grid28 was used to sample the first Brillouin zone for
reciprocal space integrations. The energy cutoff of the plane
wave basis was 400 eV. With these settings, the total energies
converged to less than 2.5 meV per formula unit. The on-site
potential, GGA+U, was not considered for these calculations.
Previous studies using VASP on “FeS” have shown that due to
delocalization of the d-electrons, considering the +U correction
term provides inadequate structural optimizations.29
Further electronic structure calculations to analyze orbital
interactions in various Fe1+xS structural models were also
completed using the tight-binding, linear muffin-tin orbital
method with the atomic-sphere approximation (TB-LMTO-
ASA)21,22 using the Stuttgart code.30 TB-LMTO allows a
pairwise population analysis using crystal orbital Hamilton
populations (COHP).23 In conjunction with a rigid band
approximation, we can estimate changes in chemical bonding as
a function of valence electron (VE) count.
The electronic structures of selected supercells were
calculated using TB-LMTO-ASA with a large number of k-
points to obtain the DOS and −COHP curves. Stoichiometric
“FeS” was modeled using space group P4/nmm whereas Fe1.50S
(Fe3S2) was calculated using P4m̅2 (no. 115). The rest of the
compositions were modeled with the space group Pmm2 (no.
25). Exchange and correlation in LMTO were treated by the
local density (LDA) and local spin density (LSDA)
approximations. The hypothetical compositions of FeS,
Fe1.50S (Fe3S2), Fe1.25S (Fe5S4), Fe1.125S (Fe9S8), Fe1.063S
(Fe34S32), and Fe1.037S (Fe56S54) required, respectively, 4, 2, 5,
10, and 33 empty spheres (ES) per supercell to complement
the atomic spheres. The Wigner−Seitz (WS) radii were held at
1.26−1.33 Å for Fe, 1.20−1.29 Å for S, and 1.15−1.46 Å for the
empty spheres (ES) to accommodate the LMTO overlap
criteria. The basis set included Fe 4s, 4p, and 3d orbitals, S 3s
and 3p orbitals, and ES 1s orbitals.
Additionally, the magnetic ordering of “FeS” was examined
using two magnetically ordered models: (i) a checkerboard
type arrangement; and (ii) a “striping” along the [110]
direction. The checkerboard was calculated using P4m̅2, in
which the two Fe atoms in the unit cell of the square net were
separated into two inequivalent sites, Fe1 at (0, 0, 0) and Fe2 at
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(1/2, 1/2, 0), allowing an antiferromagnetic checkerboard. The
magnetic “striping” was calculated using a doubled unit cell,
space group Pccm, with a = 5.20 Å and c = 5.06 Å, and two
inequivalent Fe sites: Fe1 at (0, 0, 1/4) and Fe2 at (0, 1/2, 1/
4).
III. COMPOSITION AND BONDING IN TETRAGONAL
IRON SULFIDES
To gain better understanding of computational results on
models of nonstoichiometric Fe1+xS, a thorough evaluation of
the electronic DOS, chemical bonding, and magnetic ordering
of stoichiometric “FeS” is warranted. Because structural
characterization of these iron sulfide phases is limited9,11 and
remains controversial, as mentioned above, structural opti-
mization using VASP was first conducted on a hypothetical,
stoichiometric, tetragonal “FeS” as a benchmark for inves-
tigation of Fe1+xS.
Stoichiometric “FeS”. The lattice parameters, a = 3.679 Å,
c = 5.047 Å, and atomic positions originally reported by Berner
were used as the starting point for VASP optimizations even
though the original report noted the presence of excess iron.9
The initial structure has an interlayer separation (d′) of 2.523 Å
whereas the Fe−S and Fe−Fe distances, respectively, are 2.231
and 2.601 Å. The interlayer S−Fe−S angles are 111.11° and
108.66°, values slightly distorted from an ideal tetrahedron.
After optimization, the lattice parameters move to a = 3.580 Å,
c = 5.651 Å and a unit cell volume of 72.49 Å3, 6% larger than
reported by Berner. The coordinates of sulfur shifted from (0,
1/2, 0.25) to (0, 1/2, 0.229). The distance (d′) between the
layers of sulfur atoms increased to 3.063 Å, whereas the Fe−S
(2.209 Å) and Fe−Fe (2.531 Å) distances decreased. The c/a
ratio during optimization increased from 1.372 to 1.578,
showing a dramatic increase in the van der Waals gap when an
interstitial atom is excluded explicitly. One should note that
DFT-based methods can result in poor optimization of layered
structures. For instance, the predicted c-lattice parameters in β-
MoS2 and NbSe2 are overestimated, respectively, by ca. 20%
and 10%.31 However, implementing the DFT-D2 approach
described by Grimme32 can account for these weak dispersion
forces. Applying DFT-D2 to tetragonal “FeS” (Figure 1) yields
a dramatic underestimation of the c-lattice parameter and a 10%
decrease of the volume with respect to Berner’s original report.
Figure 1. (010) projection of tetragonal, stoichiometric “FeS” with the distance between layers across the van der Waals gap labeled as d′. Three
possible sites for interstitial Fe atoms are noted (see text for further discussion); the preferred site was determined to be position I.
Figure 2. (a) Total spin polarized DOS, spin polarized Fe partial DOS, Fe−Fe −COHP, and Fe−S −COHP for “FeS”. The solid line in the DOS is
EF for “FeS”, and the dashed line corresponds to a rigid band EF for Fe1.06S. (b) Left to right, total nonspin polarized DOS (white), Fenet partial DOS
(blue), Feint partial DOS, Fenet−Fenet −COHP, Fenet−S −COHP, Fenet−Feint −COHP, and Feint−S −COHP. The solid line in the DOS is EF for
Fe1.06S, and the dashed line corresponds to a rigid band EF for “FeS”.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article
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Because the dispersion terms result in an underestimation
volume and excluding these terms increases the volume relative
to the original report, an improved structural model was sought.
Accounting for interstitial Fe by optimizing Fe1.25S should
provide a better model for this system and were therefore
calculated using DFT and DFT-D2. The average unit cell
volumes are 68.83 and 61.09 Å3 for the respective codes. The
optimized volumes of Fe1.25S differ by less than 0.01% using
DFT and 10% using DFT-D2. Because Berner’s original
structure included the presence of interstitial iron, the models
disregarding the dispersion correction provide better agreement
with this experimental result than those including this energy
term. Therefore, we employ optimized lattice parameters from
DFT results for further examination of the electronic structure
of “FeS” and Fe1+xS.
The DOS curves for optimized tetragonal “FeS”, the part of
which that arises mostly from Fe 3d orbitals, are illustrated in
Figure 2, were calculated using TB-LMTO. A deep pseudogap
is present from 0.5 eV below to 1.0 eV above the Fermi level
(EF = 0 eV) for 14 valence electrons per formula unit (VE/f.u.).
The DOS exhibits two distinct regions: (1) states between −6
and −4 eV, shown in Figure S1 of Supporting Information,
arise primarily from the sulfur 3p orbitals with contributions
from Fe 3d and 4p wave functions; (2) states between −3 and
+2 eV are composed almost entirely of Fe 3d orbitals. This
second band shows two distinct peaks, separated by the above-
mentioned pseudogap, and arises from both Fe−S ligand field
splitting of the Fe 3d orbitals and Fe−Fe 3d−3d orbital
interactions within the square net of Fe atoms. These Fe−Fe
interactions split the lower peak into a ca. 1 eV broad region
that shows Fe−S antibonding character and a narrow peak that
is Fe−S nonbonding, but strongly Fe−Fe bonding. The nearly
1 eV gap between regions (1) and (2) in the electronic DOS
curve allows the iron atoms to be formally Fe2+ (3d6). It is
interesting to note that although the Fermi level of tetragonal
“FeS” falls in a wide and deep pseudogap, leading one to believe
it is structurally favorable, the ground state structure is actually
hexagonal, i.e., the mineral troilite. In hexagonal FeS, Fe atoms
occupy octahedral holes within a distorted close packing of
sulfide ions and shift to form triangular clusters.
Within the tight-binding approximation, the DOS can be
decomposed into local orbital contributions. Such an analysis in
Fe1+xS is useful to determine how the Fe 3d orbitals and their
interactions within the square nets (“Fenet”), which affect their
location and dispersion in the DOS curves, are affected by the
addition of interstitial iron atoms (“Feint”). This decomposition
of the “FeS” band structure at the Γ and M points was used to
create a bandwidth diagram for each set of Fe 3d orbitals, using
the coordinate system shown in Figure 3a. The pseudotetrahe-
dral splitting of the Fe 3d orbitals by the sulfide ligands assigns
the e orbitals as xy and z2 and the t2 orbitals as xz, yz, and x
2 −
y2. Through-space Fe−Fe orbital overlaps vary from σ (xy) to π
(x2−y2) to π/δ (xz, yz) to δ/σ (z2). Among the e levels, the xy
band is broad extending above EF whereas the z
2 band is
narrow, remaining just below EF. The top of the xy band
becomes Fe−Fe σ-antibonding and is pushed above EF,
whereas σ-overlap between adjacent Fe z2 orbitals is small, so
this band remains narrow and fully occupied. On the other
hand, all three t2 orbitals show similar bandwidths but the
center of the x2−y2 band lies below that of the degenerate (xz,
yz) band, an effect arising from a combination of both Fe−S−
Fe through-bond coupling and direct Fe−Fe through-space
orbital overlap. The bottom of the exclusively π-bonding x2 −
y2 band drops below EF. This suggests that the pseudogap
contains the top of the xy-band, which is mostly σ-antibonding
and the bottom of the x2 − y2 band, which is mostly π-bonding.
The limits of the pseudogap region are largely dictated by the
top of the z2 band at low energy and the bottom of the (xz, yz)
band at high energy.
An analysis of the nearest neighbor Fe−S and Fe−Fe orbital
interactions using −COHP curves, Figure 2, reinforce the
description of the Fe 3d bands. In the pseudogap region, Fe−S
and Fe−Fe −COHP curves register nearly nonbonding
interactions, although both curves show some antibonding
character among the occupied levels below EF. The Fe−Fe
nearest neighbor COHP curve exhibits a crossover from
bonding to antibonding states at 12 VE/f.u. (ca. −0.9 eV),
whereas optimized Fe−S orbital interactions occur at 10.4 VE/
f.u. (ca. −1.4 eV). Fe−S bonding states end at the top of the
largely sulfide 3p band (region 1 in the electronic DOS curve),
which would correspond to 8 VE/f.u. The bottom 1.6 eV of the
Fe 3d band (region 2) is strictly Fe−S nonbonding due in large
part to symmetry restrictions of the Fe−Fe orbital interactions
in this energy range. The states just below EF are weakly Fe−S
antibonding, arising from largely Fe−S π-antibonding overlap
associated with the Fe-centered e orbitals of the tetrahedral
field of the π-donor sulfide ligands. Well above EF and just
above the pseudogap in the DOS curve, these Fe−S
interactions become strongly antibonding, likely corresponding
to the σ-antibonding orbitals of the tetrahedral field. Regarding
Fe−Fe interactions, much of the lower peaks of region 2 in the
DOS show significant bonding overlap. The weakly antibond-
ing orbitals ranging ca. 1 eV below EF arise from a competition
between σ- and δ-antibonding levels of the e orbitals and π-
bonding levels of the t2 orbitals. At the pseudogap, these
interactions nearly cancel one another.
Nonstoichiometric Fe1+xS. According to the DOS and
−COHP curves of stoichiometric “FeS,” the Fermi level falls in
the middle of a pseudogap that is largely Fe−S and Fe−Fe
nonbonding. Therefore, this structure can tolerate additional
valence electrons without disrupting the two most significant
orbital interactions. It is interesting that naturally occurring
samples of the mineral mackinawite are known to contain small
Figure 3. Bandwidth diagrams for different 3d orbitals at Fe atoms in
“FeS” (left), Fe1.50S (center), and polymeric KFeS2 (right).
33 All Fe
atoms are nearly tetrahedrally coordinated by S atoms, so the 3d
orbitals are separated into e-type and t2-type, based on the local
coordinate system. Also, although the xz and yz orbitals in KFeS2 are
not strictly degenerate, they are illustrated as such for clarity.
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amounts of Cr, Ni, and Cu, indicative of this structure’s desire
to contain more than 14 valence electrons.34
In this case, we selected Fe as the interstitial atom on the
basis of the previous experimental reports citing Fe-rich
compositions for tetragonal Fe1+xS. This addition of interstitial
Fe creates two independent types of iron: Fe occupying the
square-net (Fenet) and the interstitial Fe (Feint). We began our
theoretical analysis of nonstoichiometric Fe1+xS by identifying
the most energetically favorable sites for Feint atoms in
tetragonal “FeS”. Interstitial positions were identified on the
basis of Feint−S and Feint−Fenet distances as well as with the
calculation of a potential energy surface. This energy surface
was constructed using Berner’s lattice parameters as the starting
point and dividing the (010) plane of the unit cell into a 10 ×
10 grid. A Fe atom was placed at each grid point, and the total
energy was calculated and plotted in Figure 4. Although the
tetragonal symmetry of “FeS” can restrict surveying interstitial
space to 1/4 ≤ y ≤ 1/2, placing Fe atoms in positions with a y-
coordinate other than y = 1/2 creates Fe−S distances that are
much shorter than 2.23 Å. The contour plot suggests three
possible interstitial locations with (I) tetrahedral, (II) square
pyramidal, and (III) trigonal planar sulfur coordination (Figures
1 and 4). Position I sits at (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) in a distorted
tetrahedral sulfur environment with four Feint−S distances of
2.23 Å. This location connects two adjacent square nets of Fe
atoms by forming a linear Fenet−Feint−Fenet trimer along the c-
direction with each Fenet−Fenet bridged by two S atoms.
Position II is located at (0, 1/2, 0.343) in a square pyramidal
environment with Feint−S distances 2.23−2.60 Å. The Feint
atom bridges four Fenet atoms within a single square-net but
does not directly connect Fe atoms in adjacent slabs.
Additionally, the Feint location can be viewed as weakly
coordinated by one next nearest neighbor sulfur atom to
complete a pseudo-octahedral environment with a long Fe−S
distance of 3.21 Å. Position III, near (1/3, 1/2, 0.415), is
highest in energy among the three interstitial positions with
relatively short Feint−S distances of ca. 2.1 Å. Bronger et al.33
reported a range of Fe−S distances in the ternary sulfides,
AFeS2 (A = K, Rb), to be 2.231−2.246 Å. Although the
oxidation state of Fe in these compounds is 3+, they are rare
examples of Fe atoms tetrahedrally coordinated by sulfide
ligands. Thus, positions I and II fall near these experimentally
reported bond lengths whereas position III is much shorter.
The three sites identified were energetically optimized to
evaluate atomic positions, lattice parameters, and unit cell
volumes; the resulting optimized parameters along with those
for tetragonal “FeS” are presented in Table 1 and pointed out
in Figure 1. When the Feint atom was located at position III, all
attempted optimization steps resulted in the interstitial relaxing
to position I. Therefore, to calculate the total energy for an
interstitial Fe at position III, the lattice parameters reported by
Berner were used and a static calculation was performed. In the
optimization of site I and II, the presence of an interstitial Fe
atom reduced the c-parameter and the c/a ratio compared to
those for “FeS”. The calculated trend in total energies follows
the trend position I < position II ≪ position III. This is
contrary to Fe1.068Te, in which an interstitial Fe was determined
to occupy the square pyramidal site (position II) using neutron
powder diffraction.13 However, calculating the potential energy
surface of iron telluride (Figure S2 in Supporting Information)
in the same manner as the sulfide shows the lowest energy
point occurs near position II, in agreement with experiment.
The change in site preference can be justified by the sizes of the
van der Waals gaps (d′), a value that is 0.20 Å wider in Fe1.068Te
Figure 4. Contour plot of the potential energy surface for locating
interstitial Fe atoms in the y = 1/2 plane of “FeS.” Energies are given
in a logarithmic scale and are presented relative to the interstitial site
with lowest potential energy, site I (see also Figure 1). The three
possible coordination environments are identified by a ⊕: I,
tetrahedral; II, square pyramidal; III, trigonal planar. Positions I and
II are the most favorable ones.
Table 1. Optimized Structural Parameters for Tetragonal “FeS” and the Three Models of Fe1.50S, Which Includes an Interstitial
Fe Atom, Designated as Feint
position I position II position III no interstitial
a (Å) 3.654 3.549 3.679 3.580
c (Å) 5.116 5.422 5.047 5.651
V (Å3) 68.31 68.30 68.31 72.49
c/a ratio 1.406 1.528 1.371 1.578
(x, y, z) of Feint (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) (0, 1/2, 0.343) (1/3, 1/2, 0.415)
Fenet−S (Å) 2.17 2.17 2.23 2.21
Feint−S (Å) 2.29 2.32−2.59 2.09−2.11
Fenet−Feint (Å) 2.56 2.57 2.18
ΔE (eV) 0 +1.27 +7.77
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than in Berner’s Fe1+xS; placing Fe atoms in interstitial position
I of FeTe would give Feint−Te and Feint−Fenet bond lengths of
2.31 and 3.12 Å, respectively. These values are relatively short
for the Feint−Te and long for the Feint−Fenet interactions. When
Feint atoms are located at position II in the telluride, these
distances are 2.51−2.68 and 2.75 Å, both of which are in much
better agreement with other experimental values of these
distances.13,35,36 Consequently, the selected location stems
from the ability of the Feint atom to optimize bonding with both
the chalcogenide ligands and near neighbor Fe atoms.
To examine the energetics of adding Fe atoms to tetragonal
“FeS”, the inclusion of Feint atoms in position I was modeled for
various Fe1+xS compositions. The energy differences were
evaluated following eq 1:
+ → +xFeS Fe Fe Sx(Tet) (BCC) 1 (1)
Fe(BCC) (body-centered cubic iron) and FeS(Tet) (stoichiometric
“FeS”) were modeled using VASP optimized parameters. To
consider various interstitial concentrations, supercells of Fe1+xS
were constructed and optimized as described above.
The total energy differences following eq 1 versus interstitial
Fe mole fraction (x) are plotted in Figure 5a. The right side of
eq 1, i.e., Fe1+xS, is energetically favored for x < 0.30. We can
rationalize the incorporation of interstitial iron at low
concentrations on the basis of an analysis of the electrostatic
interactions occurring within the van der Waals gap. These
electrostatic interactions are described by the Madelung energy
(EMadelung) and are calculated using the Ewald Method with the
charge at each site determined using Bader’s charge analysis
scheme (average charges provided in Table S3 of Supporting
Information).37−39 The addition of Feint in the van der Waals
gap introduces attractive Feint−S forces that diminish the
repulsive forces between adjacent sulfide layers. In fact, the
EMadelung shows a 167% decrease in energy, from −3.11 eV/f.u
for “FeS” to −6.76 eV/f.u. for Fe1.063S. The further addition of
Feint from Fe1.063S to Fe1.50S results in only a ca. 30% decrease
in EMadelung over this entire range. Such a large initial change in
the EMadelung drives the incorporation of an interstitial Fe at low
mole fractions and becomes less energetically favorable at
higher x values.
Analysis of the Fe1.06S electronic structure utilized a 2a × 2b
× 4c superstructure of the tetragonal FeS unit cell with two Fe
atoms placed in interstitial tetrahedral holes (position I). As
mentioned above, these interstitial Fe atoms form connections
along the [001] direction with the Fenet atoms in two adjacent
layers. Two models of Fe1.06S were constructed by altering the
arrangement of the interstitial atoms. The first contained only
Fenet−Feint−Fenet (metal trimers) connections and the second
contained Fenet−Feint−Fenet−Feint−Fenet (metal pentamers)
connections (Figure S5 in Supporting Information). The total
energies calculated by VASP shows that the model containing
trimers is −92 meV lower than the pentamers, making the
trimers the most energetically favorable arrangement for the
interstitial atoms. The DOS for Fe1.06S using the trimer model,
shown in Figure 2b, contains a pseudogap at the Fermi level,
similar to that for “FeS.” The states above +0.50 eV result from
both the square-net and the interstitial atoms whereas below
the Fermi level (−0.25 to −1.50 eV), the states are almost
Figure 5. (a) Total energy differences between Fe1+xS and tetragonal “FeS” + bcc Fe vs composition x. The red squares correspond to the values
obtained by optimizing all structures; the black circles correspond to structures of Fe1+xS constructed by extrapolation of optimized structures. (b)
Calculated Madelung energies (black dots), and the average percent changes in Fenet−Fenet (blue circles) and Fenet−S (yellow circles) interactions as
determined from the −ICOHP values, each as a function of interstitial Fe content (x).
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exclusively from the Fenet sites. Although the pseudogap
remains present, upon closer examination of this energy region,
there is a small peak arising from Feint orbitals at EF. Such peaks
in DOS curves are often indicative of potential electronic
instabilities, which, in conjunction with an antibonding orbital
at the Fermi level in the −COHP curves has been shown to
result in ferromagnetic ordering.40,41 The total spin-polarized
DOS for the supercell models are provided in Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information.
A COHP analysis of Fenet−S shows a loss of the nonbonding
region present in “FeS” between −3.5 and −2.2 eV compared
to that of “FeS.” The Fenet−S interaction is antibonding
through the entire energy range shown. A qualitative
comparison of the −COHP curves shows only minor changes
from “FeS”, a result that closely follows the rigid band
approximation for the addition of electrons to the electronic
DOS of “FeS.” With the addition of a Feint atom, the Fenet−Feint
−COHP curve shows a sharp antibonding peak at EF. Along
with the sharp Feint peak in the DOS, a −COHP curve that is
antibonding at the Fermi level is predictive of ferromagnetic
ordering between Fenet and Feint.
40,41
A comparison of the partial DOS and −COHP curves from
“FeS” and Fe1.06S, Figure 2a,b, reveals only minor differences
between these curves. In fact, comparing the DOS of the
supercells (Figure S2, Supporting Information) shows the
presence of a pseudogap remains to compositions near Fe1.25S.
This fact allows the rigid band approximation in “FeS” to be
applied for compositions up to ca. x = 0.25, regardless of
ignoring interactions between the interstitial atom and its
surroundings.
The bandwidth diagram, Figure 3b, summarizes the effects of
these orbital interactions in Fe1.50S, which affect the 3d blocks
of the Fenet and Feint atoms. Two Fermi levels are noted, a
computed EF for Fe1.50S (18 valence electrons per f.u.) and an
EF estimated from the rigid band approximation for Fe1.06S
(14.5 valence electrons per f.u.) on the basis of results discussed
in the subsequent paragraphs. According to this diagram, the
tetrahedral ligand field splitting patterns of the 3d orbitals at
both Fenet and Feint are less apparent than in “FeS”, an effect
due to both through-space Fenet−Feint and through-bond Fenet−
S−Feint interactions. For example, the e-type z2 band is
energetically broad due to through-space Fenet−Feint σ-overlap,
and the t2-type x
2 − y2 band, which has through-space Fenet−
Feint δ-overlap, broadens due to both through-bond Fenet−S−
Feint coupling and symmetry-allowed mixing with e-type z
2
orbitals. In these two cases, the bottom of the z2 band exhibits
significant Fenet−Feint σ-bonding overlap, whereas the bottom
of the x2 − y2 band loses Fe−S antibonding character. Such
effects are seen in KFeS2,
33,42 whose bandwidth diagram is
included in Figure 3c for comparison. The outcome of this
complex combination of interactions is attractive orbital
interactions between the Feint atoms and the [FenetS] networks
for low Feint content, which increasingly destabilizes upon
increasing Feint content.
The −ICOHP values in Figure 5b for the Fenet−S and Fenet−
Fenet interactions were determined from a rigid band
approximation of stoichiometric “FeS”. Decreases in bonding
indicate the occupation of antibonding states with increasing
interstitial content in Fe1+xS. For instance, for x = 0.125, which
is equivalent to adding one valence electron to “FeS”, the
−ICOHP value for the Fenet−Fenet interaction decreases by ca.
10% from its value in “FeS”, whereas the Fenet−S interaction
decreases by 5%. Above x = 0.30, an interstitial Fe atom is no
longer energetically favorable compared to “FeS” and BCC Fe,
as seen in Figure 5a, due in large part to the significant loss in
Fenet−S and Fenet−Fenet bonding. The Fenet−Fenet and Fenet−S
−COHP curves for Fe1.50S (x = 0.50), presented in Figure S4
Supporting Information, show crossovers from (non)bonding
to antibonding states fall, respectively, at ca. 14.5 and 16.5
valence electrons, which correspond to the respective
compositions Fe1.06S and Fe1.31S. Thus, electrostatic inter-
actions favor the inclusion of interstitial Fe atoms while the
concomitant filling of antibonding states involving the network
Fe and S atoms sets an upper limit on the interstitial Fe
content.
In summary, the addition of interstitial Fe atoms is a
compromise between the attractive Feint−S interactions (and to
a lesser extent, attractive Fenet−Feint interactions) and limiting
the occupation of antibonding states. The addition of Feint
provides electrons to the system that ultimately occupy Fenet−
Fenet and Fenet−S antibonding states when the Feint content
becomes too large, an effect that destabilizes the overall Fe1+xS
structure.
IV. MAGNETIC ORDERING
Although one can predict ferromagnetic ordering between Feint
and Fenet on the basis of the partial DOS and the −COHP
curve, as described above, this analysis cannot be used to
describe long-range magnetic ordering. For this determination,
multiple magnetic structural models were calculated using
VASP for stoichiometric “FeS” and Fe1.06S. One model is
ferromagnetic, the second model is an antiferromagnetic,
checkerboard pattern, and the third is an antiferromagnetic,
striped pattern. The models are illustrated in Figure S6 of
Supporting Information. The lowest energy model was
determined from a VASP total energy calculation, and the
relative total energies are reported in Table 2 with respect to
the lowest energy model (striped).
The most energetically favorable model for “FeS” exhibits
antiferromagnetic order along the [110] direction and
ferromagnetic ordering along the [001] direction, forming a
“striped” magnetic pattern, shown in Figure 6a,b. This pattern
was also previously determined theoretically to be the most
energetically favorable structure for FeS using the CASTEP
code,16 and for FeSe, by implementing the WIEN2K package.43
Experimentally, low temperature electron diffraction measure-
ments on FeSe show changes in symmetry that result in the
presence of the “striping” pattern; however, an effective
magnetic moment was not determined in this case.8
The local moments residing on the Fenet atoms in the striped
“FeS” model are ±1.51 μB/Fe for Berner’s structure and ±1.21
Table 2. Relative Total Energies (eV/f.u.) of Magnetic
Models of Fe1+xS with Respect to the Lowest Energy Model
a






aIn Fe1.06S, checkerboard-1 has Fenet−Feint antiferromagnetically
coupled, whereas checkerboard-2 has Fenet−Feint ferromagnetically
coupled.
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μB/Fe for the computationally optimized structure, which are
smaller than those previously calculated in FeSe and FeTe.
Although the values of these calculated moments may be
imprecise because they are determined using LSDA, trends can
still be inferred about the relative magnitudes and signs of
moments on inequivalent magnetically active sites. For
example, the smaller local moments in “FeS” compared to
those for FeSe and FeTe are the result of greater Fe−Fe
through-space and Fe−S through-bond orbital overlaps within
the [FeS4/4] layers. The Fe−chalcogenide distances are shortest
in “FeS” (2.23 Å), intermediate in FeSe (2.38 Å), and longest in
FeTe (2.59 Å).*
The addition of interstitial Fe atoms to the 2a × 2b × 4c
superstructure of “FeS”, simulating the stoichiometry “Fe1.06S”,
Figure 6c,d, maintains antiferromagnetic ordering along the
[110] and ferromagnetic coupling along the [001] directions, as
calculated for “FeS”. For Fe1.06S, two checkerboard patterns at
the Fenet sites were examined on the basis of the coupling
between Feint site and the two neighboring Fenet sites. The first
checkerboard model antiferromagnetically couples the Feint−
Fenet interactions, and the second ferromagnetically couples the
Feint−Fenet interactions. Both models are higher in energy than
the striped pattern (see third column of Table 2). The
checkerboard-2 with a ferromagnetic interaction between Feint
and Fenet is lower in energy than checkerboard-1. This result is
in agreement with the −COHP curve, which predicts a
ferromagnetic interaction between the two atoms. The
magnetic moment on the interstitial atom in Fe1.06S acquires
the largest magnetic moment of 2.36 μB, similar to that for the
FeTe system.44 For example, the interstitial Fe sites in Fe1.125Te
have a larger moment (2.4 μB/Fe) than the Fe atoms of the
square net (1.6−1.8 μB/Fe), as calculated using VASP.
45
Neutron powder diffraction on Fe1.068Te confirms the magnetic
moment of 2.25(8) μB/Fe, while revealing a double-striped
magnetic ordering.13
The magnitudes and signs of local moments on surrounding
the interstitial atom were investigated for the lowest energy
magnetic structure of Fe1.06S and are summarized in Table 3.
Our model contains five distinct Fenet atoms whose magnetic
moments decrease with distance from the interstitial atom.
Interestingly, Fenet(3) atoms that are antiferromagnetically
ordered to the interstitial atom exhibit a smaller magnetic
moment than Fenet(2) atoms that are ferromagnetically coupled
despite equal distances from Feint. This outcome likely stems
from magnetic frustration in the model with an energetic drive
to order ferromagnetically with the Feint site. The higher energy
models of Fe1.06S listed in Table 3 show similar effects for the
local moments, i.e., high values at Feint and decreasing values at
Fenet with distance from Feint. Again, even though the
magnitudes of the calculated and experimental magnetic
moments will likely differ, a large magnetic moment should
certainly develop at the interstitial Fe atom, and, in turn,
increase the moments on the nearest neighbor Fe atoms, i.e.,
Fenet sites. The result is the formation of nonzero magnetization
in Fe1.06S, which would likely prevent superconductivity in
Fe1+xS. Therefore, achieving 1:1 stoichiometry in this iron
sulfide phase, as well as in Fe1+xSe and Fe1+x(Te1−ySey), appears
imperative to suppress magnetic ordering and possibly achieve
superconductivity.
The calculated Fermi surface for “FeS,” Figure 7a, shows two
intersecting cylindrical electron surfaces at the zone center (Γ
point) offset by two hole sections at the M points of the zone
edge. The corresponding “FeS” band structure diagram is
provided in Figure S7 of Supporting Information. These Fermi
surfaces are very similar to those calculated for FeSe and
FeTe.15 In “FeS”, a possible (π, π) nested vector connects the Γ
and M points, as long as the vector magnitude is same size.
Interestingly, a (π, π) nested vector is also consistent with the
magnetic striping along [110] direction.14,46 The addition of
excess Fe using a rigid band approximation changes the
Figure 6. Preferred magnetic ordering of stoichiometric FeS and Fe1.06S, as determined by VASP calculations. (a) and (c) illustrate [001] projections
of a single plane of Fenet atoms; (b) and (d) are projections nearly along the [100] direction. The sphere size is proportional to the relative magnetic
moment on each atom. Sulfur atoms are omitted for clarity and a single unit cell is shown in each supercell. See Table 3 for further details concerning
(c) and (d).
Table 3. Calculated Local Moments at Various Fe Sites in
the “Striped” Pattern of Fe1.06S
a
site distance to Feint (Å) no. of neighbors moment (μB)
Feint +2.36
Fenet(1) 2.52 2 +1.90
Fenet(2) 3.62 4 +1.84
Fenet(3) 3.62 4 −1.75
Fenet(4) 4.46 8 −1.68
Fenet(5) 5.78 8 +1.70
aSee also Figure 6c,d.
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topology of the Fermi surface, particularly at the Γ point.
Fe1.06S shows a combination of a square topology at the zone
center (Γ) and an increase in the size of the cylinder at the zone
corner (M), destroying the possibility of a nested vector in
Fe1.06S. Adding just 6 at. % Fe as an interstitial results in a major
perturbation of the Fermi surface and destroys any mechanism
for superconductivity. This proves the need for careful synthesis
to prevent nonstoichiometry so that one may achieve the
desired physical properties.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Many publications report conflicting evidence for the
concentration of interstitial Fe within the tetragonal structure
of Fe1+xS.
3 The computational study using first principles
methods, reported herein, explores the energetic and structural
implications of placing interstitial Fe atoms in the van der
Waals gap of a stoichiometric, tetragonal “FeS”. The analysis
shown in Figures 4 and 5 signifies that a concentration of
interstitial iron ranging from ca. 0 to 30 at. % is favorable, with
the preferred sites being tetrahedral voids in the van der Waals
gap. This outcome for iron sulfide is different for the analogous
selenide and telluride. Analysis of electronic structures indicated
that the preferred compositions of interstitial Fe in Fe1+xS are
driven by a compromise between the Madelung energy and the
occupation of Fe−S and Fe−Fe antibonding states. An
investigation of the magnetic ordering upon the addition of
interstitial Fe atoms showed that striped magnetic ordering is
maintained for Fe1.06S. However, the interstitial Fe atoms
develop large moments, which induce magnetic moments on
the surrounding Fenet sites, moments that decrease with
distance from the interstitial atom. The consequence of the
induced magnetic moments is a net magnetization (total
magnetic moment) for the nonstoichiometric Fe1.06S phase.
The addition of interstitial Fe atoms also changes the Fermi
surface from that of stoichiometric “FeS”, causing any nested
wavevectors to be lost and suppressing superconductivity.
Thus, although the electronic structure of tetragonal “FeS” does
not reveal any electronic instability, this computational study
indicates that careful control of reactant compositions are
needed to avoid introducing nonstoichiometry. Furthermore,
the presence and location of interstitial atoms, viz., Fe, in iron
sulfides have profound influences on magnetic structure, which
will interfere with the occurrence of superconductivity.
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■ ADDITIONAL NOTE
*The magnetic moment calculated using TB-LMTO for the
striped pattern was effectively quenched at ±0.0003 μB, a value
in sharp contrast with the results of VASP. Moments for FeTe
were calculated using VASP, so we adopt these values for
comparison.
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